Academic Reference Databases

Core Academic Reference Shelf

Credo Reference: Academic Core
Enhance students’ research experience through authoritative reference content on every major subject and a user-friendly, one-stop exploratory search platform that drives usage of all of your trusted library resources.

Bloom’s Literature
An invaluable source of literary criticism and reference, featuring articles from scholarly resources, full-length videos of classic dramas, guidance on writing about literature, essay topics, poems, interviews, citations, and more.

World News Digest
A vast archive of articles providing context and background to today’s news, with eight decades of authoritative news summaries and background articles in a dynamic, topic-based presentation.

Polling the Nations
Public opinion polls—perfect for research, debates, and discussions—featuring the full text of 700,000+ questions and responses from 18,000+ surveys and 1,700+ polling organizations in the U.S. and around the world.

Issues & Controversies
The ultimate resource for objective analysis of hot topics in politics, society, law, culture, and other crucial areas through timely, in-depth pro/con articles; provocative debate videos; NPR audio files; court cases; and more.

Today’s Science
Bridges the gap between the science taught in class and science in the news, giving students the critical-thinking skills to comprehend and analyze real-world science. Coverage spans important advances in all fields of science.

Complete List of Research Databases

CAREERS
• Ferguson’s Career Guidance Center

CURRENT ISSUES
• Issues & Controversies
• Polling the Nations
• World News Digest

GENERAL REFERENCE
• Credo Reference: Academic Core

HEALTH AND SCIENCE
• Health Reference Center
• Science Online
• Today’s Science

HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY
• African-American History
• American History
• American Indian History
• Ancient & Medieval History
• Issues & Controversies in American History
• Modern World History
• World Geography & Culture

LITERATURE AND LANGUAGE
• Bloom’s Literature
• Writer’s Reference Center

RELIGION
• World Religions
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Information Literacy – Core

Broaden your library’s instructional reach with standards-aligned multimedia content that can be used in courses, one-shot sessions, and at the point of need. Information Literacy – Core uses innovative technology and proven pedagogy to build essential information literacy and critical-thinking skills that will help students thrive in their academic careers and beyond. Furthermore, the Credo Insights analytics tool allows you to measure student outcomes and demonstrate the value of foundational skills instruction at your institution.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Teach students essential foundational skills that are shown to impact retention, GPA levels, graduation rates, and overall student success.
• Engage users with high-quality videos and tutorials on topics of profound importance to their current studies and lifelong goals.
• Simplify collaboration with faculty by providing in-demand instructional content that is easy to embed in LMSs and LibGuides.
• Save time and resources compared to creating materials from scratch.
• Use multimedia to “flip the class.”

Information Literacy – Health Science

Extend your library’s reach with teaching materials that can be used in health science courses, one-shot sessions, and at the point of need. The health sciences rank among higher education’s most in-demand fields, and this instruction platform will help ensure these students acquire the foundational skills necessary for academic and career success. Furthermore, the Credo Insights analytics tool allows you to measure student outcomes and demonstrate the value of library instruction at your institution.

HIGHLIGHTS
• Teach undergraduate and graduate students essential foundational skills that are shown to positively impact retention, GPA levels, graduation rates, and overall student success.
• Engage users with high-quality videos and tutorials on topics of profound importance to their current studies and lifelong goals.
• Simplify collaboration with faculty by providing instructional content that is easy to embed in LMSs and LibGuides.
• Save time and resources compared to creating materials from scratch.
• Use multimedia to “flip the class.”
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Films On Demand
Outstanding, Curricular Video for Every Department on Campus

BEST VALUE!
Master Academic Video Collection
41,000+ TITLES • 332,000+ CLIPS • 25,500+ HOURS

Master Career & Technical Education Video Collection
Now including Fashion Studies
6,000+ TITLES • 38,300+ CLIPS • 3,600+ HOURS

For Librarians: A comprehensive subscription providing unlimited access to thousands of videos.
• NEW! Build your own sliders
• NEW! Comprehensive admin portal, with COUNTER 4.0 reporting and SUSHI exporting
• Videos can be easily added to LibGuides, distance education courses, social media platforms, and LMSs
• Public performance rights and no copyright infringement worries
• Add your institution’s custom video content to the Films On Demand platform

For Faculty: Stimulate and reinforce in-class lectures or introduce a new topic.
• Create and share playlists using premade clips, full videos, or custom segments—a great way to engage students and perfect for off-hours viewing and distance learning
• Encourage discussion on key issues and topics
• Embed video clips into CMSs
• Create and share playlists
• Save favorite videos to a personal folder
• Add a personalized video introduction to any playlist you create

For Students: Find inspiration and material for research papers and presentations.
• Unlimited access from any location, on campus or off
• Toggle to switch between dark and light mode
• Captioning and interactive, searchable transcripts
• Follow up on a clip used by a professor in class and watch the rest of the video
• Citations for all videos in MLA, Chicago, Harvard, and APA formats
• Share, save, and organize videos and playlists
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This collection will help prepare future allied health professionals for practice across a diverse range of health care settings, whether they are learning how to draw blood, administer medications, or help deliver a baby. The videos include titles from trusted producers such as Elsevier, NEVCO, Center for Phlebotomy Education, Classroom Productions, and others.

This collection is designed to help veterinary and veterinary tech students gain a strong foundation in animal anatomy, physiology, and behavior while learning basic veterinary procedures and an understanding of the workplace.

This important collection is designed not only to help nursing students excel in their studies and pass licensure exams, but also to prepare them for long-term job success in an increasingly complex health care system. It features titles from trusted producers such as Medcom-Trainex, Elsevier, Cengage Learning/Concept Media, NEVCO, Wolters Kluwer Health, Institute for Professional Care Education/Medifecta, and others.

This collection will help physical therapy students learn and practice crucial techniques in ways textbooks alone cannot. These instructional videos from such trusted producers as Wolters Kluwer Health, Castalia Media, Healthy Learning, and PESI, Inc., cover a wide range of physical therapy interventions and examinations— from stretching techniques to wrapping a shin splint—and much more.

This high-interest collection focuses on both current and hard-to-find titles for educational instructional purposes, including dramas, literary adaptations, blockbusters, classics, science fiction, foreign films, social issues, animation studies, Academy Award® winners, and more. A great complement to any U.S. Films On Demand subscription as a stand-alone collection. Available only in the United States.

This unique collection includes the best of the silent era, groundbreaking international directors, masterpieces from the mid-20th century, and contemporary films from around the world. The collection shines a light on the history of cinema while also providing a glimpse into the cultures and issues of countries worldwide. All foreign language films are accompanied by English subtitles.
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